FOREIGN LANGUAGE TECHNOLOGY CENTER PRESENTS FOREIGN FILM NIGHTS!

ILE WAŻY KOŃ TROJANSKI?

"How Much Does A Trojan Horse Weigh?"

INTRODUCED BY ALINA KLIN
DEPT. OF CMLLC

DIRECTED BY JULIUSZ MACHULSKI

117 Minutes Polish with English Subtitles Made in 2008 in Poland

THURSDAY MARCH 4, 2010 5:30 PM 368 MANOOGIAN HALL

Zosia leads a happy life: she has recently married her second husband, Kuba, and together they work hard to raise her young daughter. Although Zosia’s ex-husband has a habit of showing up at the most inopportune times, even his unwanted presence can’t spoil her blissful new life. Regretting that she hadn’t met Kuba earlier in life, Zosia soon finds out that time can sometimes be turned back. Now, back in the 80s and given a second chance at life, Zosia discovers that true love has a powerful way of transcending space, time, and even political systems in this poignant fantasy comedy.